
A full field of sophomores will contest the G1 Hollywood Derby and makes for a compe<<ve event. Star<ng with pace, 
Op#xPLOT shows minimal changes from Standard (current form) to Surface/Distance, however the “RED” PlotFit will s<ll 
be respected here. That should be factored with the “Snowflake” Conten#on and 31 SpeedRate, which is combined with 
seven of the thirteen in this field with the EP RunStyle. A graded stakes race with this set up will rely on class (Grades/Fig) 
as well as the ability to finish (Squares) seeking out contenders.  

Even with the “Snowflake” there are confirmed Quad I runners, and with the pace kept honest by #2 SMOOTH LIKE 
STRAIT and #9 GET SMOKIN two runners that have shown their speed and class effec<ve with a front running trip. Their 
post posi<ons force them to establish that early posi<on right out of the gate (race starts on a turn) and especially with 
the presence of #5 STORM THE COURT and #7 STRONG CONSTUTION to keep the pressure on up front. The lack of finish 
(Circles) with that set along with some nega<ve QuadPct factors, will look outside that first flight of runners for a win 
contender.  

Quad II (and especially Circles) also struggle according to the QuadPct: #3 SCARTO, #4 TAISHAN, and #12 LANE WAY fall 
into that second flight. They lack the early speed to “keep up” with the paceseKers along the lack of finish required to 
take that first run. In this case would look towards Notes/Figs for any poten<al upgrades and could consider underneath 
use at a price for TAISHAN with the B- Op#xGRADE from the G2 American Turf as well as 97 Op#xFIG in the Bryan 
Sta<on, a graded stakes style event on the Friday Breeders’ Cup undercard.  

The winner (74-1 upset winner) of that Bryan Sta<on Stakes, #11 EVER DANGEROUS will return here and well-placed as a 
Square in Quad III. That posi<on allows for him to show some tac<cal speed and finish siVng right outside the 
paceseKers, a trip similar to that upset stakes win just three weeks ago. #10 DECORATED INVADER sits in a similar spot 
from Quad III and has run some solid races in New York and solid form coming into this race. The recent B Op#xGRADES 
from both the G2 Hall of Fame and G2 Hill Prince sit above EVER DANGEROUS (common race) and s<ll could see 
DECORATED INVADER present the value of that pair.  

#8 DOMESTIC SPENDING scratched out of the G1 Belmont Derby (listed as the morning line favorite) and takes this spot, 
perhaps a more favorable place for him based on the distance here of the 9-furlongs over the 10-furlongs in New York. In 
terms of trip he has a strong late kick (Square) and with the Circles all siVng above the x-axis in Quad I/II should have the 
required pace to close into. He is not a true “closer” and should have first run on #13 GUFO.  

#13 GUFO is a legit contender in this spot, however, does have to find a trip with his “C” RunStyle and from Quad IV. 
While he should have the pace required for his run, the 13 post will require dropping well off the pace early and to try 
and save ground. From there he will have to pass 12 others in order to get to the wire first – not an impossible task, 
though have to consider that trip combined with the price/value in play as he could be co-favored in this spot.  

Both DOMESTIC SPENDING and GUFO have the Quad IV edge over #1 KANDEREL and #6 CALIFORNIA KOOK (cross-
entered in the G3 Red Carpet on Thursday) based on the Plot as well as Op#xFIG and class (GRADE) in the graded stakes 
races, making them tough to endorse as top contenders though capable underneath. 
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